EVENT DESCRIPTION
The Hollywood Art and Movie Awards is the new generation festival in Los Angeles. With
thousands of festivals on many platforms, today as a filmmaker you are looking to the festival
that will really bring you something that others don't.
Our mission at the HAMA is to go further than giving you an award.
WINNERS WILL GET :
- a sale representation agreement to sell your feature film internationally
- a licence agreement to have your short film distributed
- tips to get your film distributed
- a strategic feedback regarding your film for commercial use
- creation of your film profile on Imdb
- many discounts will be granted to other rewarding festivals, each one taylor-made for the
category you submit to.
HISTORY
Back in 2015 was founded the Paris Art and Movie Awards. After running all over the globe to
more than 40 all size and genre festivals, Matt Beurois made an old dream come true and
founded his own film festival. In only 3 years, the "PAMA" attracted A-Lit names from Los
Angeles and Paris, and screened dozens and dozens of films. The PAMA today is recognized as
the leading independent film festival in Paris. It is the only festival to be held both in French
and English. Its goal always has been to create a bridged, a connexion between Los Angele
sand Paris, for filmmakers willing to jump both ways.
After the 3rd edition of the Paris Art and Movie Awards took place on the top of the Champs
Elysées in Paris, right next to the Arc de Triomphe, it seemed it was time to take a new step
forward and to create the Hollywood Art and Movie Awards.
GOALS
Both festival act as brother-events, with effective connexions that will allow filmmakers from
Los Angeles to enjoy a safe festival event in Paris, and filmmakers from Paris to make the jump
to the City of Angels with their film.
Each festival has its own programming team and its own Judges. But they operate as a
stepping stone to one another. For example the Hollywood Art and Movie Awards short film
winners (International and French) will be granted a 100% free submission to the Paris Art and
Movie Awards.

MANDATORY :
Title, director’s name and surname, country of production, a short synopsis of 5 lines, a poster, an
email to reach you.
All genres are accepted.
Films must have been produced within the past 2 years.
SUBTITLES
English subs if dialogues in any other langage than English.
SCREENING
File Requirements : will be sent by email following your selection. If you need some specifics right
away please send an email. Films will screen from a computer with digital file or BluRay or DCP
depending on the venue programming your film.
FEE
You may submit multiple time sto multiple categories. Each entry must come with its own
submission fee.
There are no refunds for double or mistaken submissions. All entries are final.
The festival does not grant transportation or any accommodation.
We do not pay screening fees.
PRIZES
Many prizes will be offered to winners and finalists and some of the selection. Prizes can be
declined by winners.
There will be no shipping of the physical prizes.
Winners have 30 days from the day of announcement to claim their prize money. After this period,
prizes will be revoked.
NOTIFICATION MANAGEMENT
Decisions of selection are up to the festival only. If your submission is marked as “incomplete” :
that means we are missing some information before we can make a decision. If you do not comply
with our requirements, the submission will be marked as “disqualified” after 9 days (7 open days +
2 days weekd-end).
If your submission is marked as “disqualified” that means your submission didn’t match with our
requirements. Entries are not refundable.
COPYRIGHT
By submitting your film for consideration for the Hollywood Art and Movie Awards, you agree for
the Hollywood Art and Movie Awards to screen your film if it is an official selection for this year's
festival and are obligated to your commitment. You also grant the Hollywood Art and Movie
Awards, its partners,
the Paris Art and Movie Awards, the festivals organisers and The Talent Factory to promote your
film using the elements, files and documents you have submitted through the platform and/or email.
NO RESPONSABILITY
It is the sole responsibility of the Applicant to secure authorization and permission from the
copyright owner(s) of any and all copyrighted content or materials included within the submitted
Film. In the event that any claim, dispute, action or proceeding shall be brought or asserted by any
person or entity that alleges that the Film makes unauthorized or unlawful use of any copyrighted
content or material, Applicant shall fully indemnify and defend the Hollywood Art and Movie
Awards from any liability in connection therewith and from any fees and expenses, including but
not limited to attorneys’ fees, that any of them may incur in connection therewith.RELEASE

I acknowledge that, if accepted to participate, I will agree to comply with the Hollywood Art and
Movie Awards General Rules, Eligibility and Policies & Procedures as included with this
application, and agree to be bound by and comply with all those documents. I understand that the
Hollywood Film Festival is responsible for making final decisions with regard to the festival
operations and I agree to abide by their decisions. I agree to provide the festival a print of my
film(s) and I release the festival committee and any festival representative from any responsibility
for the theft, damage or loss of the print en route to the festival or otherwise during the course of the
festival’s possession of the film.

